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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel machine learning algorithm (SP-Boosting) to tackle the
problem of lipreading by building visual sequence classifiers based on sequential pat-
terns. We show that an exhaustive search of optimal sequential patterns is not possi-
ble due to the immense search space, and tackle this with a novel, efficient tree-search
method with a set of pruning criteria. Crucially, the pruning strategies preserve our abil-
ity to locate the optimal sequential pattern. Additionally, the tree-based search method
accounts for the training set’s boosting weight distribution. This temporal search method
is then integrated into the boosting framework resulting in the SP-Boosting algorithm.
We also propose a novel constrained set of strong classifiers that further improves recog-
nition accuracy. The resulting learnt classifiers are applied to lipreading by performing
multi-class recognition on the OuluVS database. Experimental results show that our
method achieves state of the art recognition performane, using only a small set of se-
quential patterns.
1 Introduction
This paper presents a machine learning approach to Lip Reading and proposes a novel learn-
ing technique called sequential pattern boosting that allows us to very efficiently search and
combine a set of temporal patterns to form strong spatio-temporal classifiers. Any attempt
at automatic lip reading needs to address the demanding challenge that the problem is inher-
ently temporal in nature. It is crucial to model and use spatio-temporal information. There
already exists a body of work that deals directly with the task of lip reading, all attempting to
model and exploit the dynamics of the lip movements. One popular method is to model the
temporal information using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Matthews et al [5] proposed
a method that models lip movements using HMMs on Active Appearance Models (AAMs).
This was improved by Lan et al [4], where short term temporal information was included in
the feature vector. Another possibility is to use geometric information, for example mouth
width, area within the inner lip, etc.. [3]. However, this requires accurate tracking of both the
inner and outer lip shape, a non-trivial task. An alternative would be to utilise simpler visual
features that can be extracted within a bounding-box area containing the mouth. This is the
approach that is taken in this paper, where binary comparison features are used. Recently,
Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) have been popular as visual features for lipreading. Zhao et
al[8] proposed a method that uses LBPs that span both time and space, effectively modelling
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local spatio-temporal information. Support Vector Machines were then used to build clas-
sifiers of feature vectors from histograms of LBP responses. Our proposed method differs
from SVM-based methods in that we attempt explicit temporal feature selection by means
of the boosting algorithm. This allows us to build classifiers that are smaller and thus more
efficient, whilst providing similar accuracy. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
In the next section, we will describe a novel boosting algorithm that efficiently searches and
combines optimal sequential patterns for classifying temporal sequences. We also propose a
time-constrained set of strong classifiers. In Section 3, we describe and analyse the experi-
mental results of the proposed methods before concluding in Section 4.
2 Sequential Pattern Boosted Classifiers
In this section, we propose a novel machine learning method for learning strong spatio-
temporal classifiers by means of boosting. A boosted classifier consists of a linear combina-
tion of a number (S) of selected weak classifiers, and take the form of: H(I) = ∑Si=1 αihi(I).
The weak classifiers hi are selected iteratively based on weights formed during training. In
order to determine the optimal weak classifier at each Boosting iteration, the common ap-
proach is to exhaustively consider the entire set of candidate weak classifiers and finally
select the best weak classifier (i.e. that with the lowest weighted error). However, as we will
see in Section 2.2, when we are dealing with temporal patterns, the number of weak clas-
sifiers becomes too large, making an exhaustive search no longer feasible. To address this,
we propose a novel Boosting algorithm called Sequential Pattern Boosting (SP-Boost). This
method will result in a classifier that combines a set of weak but salient temporal patterns
that are useful for recognising a class of temporal sequences.
2.1 Sequential Pattern Weak Classifiers
In order to classify temporal patterns, we start with the representation of sequential patterns
frequently used in datamining [2, 7].
Definition 2.1 Given a binary feature vector F = ( fi)Di=1, let T ⊂ {1, ...,D} be a set of inte-
gers where ∀t ∈ T, ft = 1, that is, T represents all the dimensions of F that have the value of
1. We call T as an itemset. Let T = (Ti)|T|i=1 be a sequence of |T| itemsets. We denote T as a
sequential pattern.
Attempting to use sequential patterns for classification requires an operator to determine
if a sequential pattern is present within a given feature vector sequence:
Definition 2.2 Let T and I be sequential patterns. We say that the sequential pattern T is
present in I if there exists a sequence (βi)|T|i=1, where βi < β j when i< j and ∀i= {1, ..., |T|},Ti ⊂
Iβi . This relationship is denoted with the⊂S operator, i.e. T⊂S I. Conversely, if the sequence
(βi)|T|i=1 does not exist, we denote it as T 6⊂S I.
From this, we can then define a sequential pattern weak classifier as follows: Let T be
a given sequential pattern and I be an itemset sequence derived from some input binary
vector sequence F . A sequential pattern weak classifier or SP weak classifier, hT(I), can be
constructed as follows:
hT(I) =
{
1, if T ⊂S I
−1, if T 6⊂S I
(1)
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Given a weak classifier hT(I) defined above, we can now measure its performance on the set
of positive and negative example training sequences. We define the positive training set as
I + = {(I+i,w+i )}N
+
i=1, where N+ is the number of training examples and I
+
i is a sequential
pattern and associated with it is the boosted weight w+i . Similarly, the negative training
set is defined as I − = {(I−i,w−i )}N
−
i=1, where N− is the number of training examples and
I−i is a single negative training sequential pattern with boosting weight w
−
i . To achieve
this, we define the positive training set error, εT+, of the weak classifier hT(I) as: εT+ =
∑N+i=1 w+i (hT (I+i ) 6= 1). Similarly, the negative training set error εT+, of the weak classifier
hT(I) can be defined as: εT− = ∑N−i=1 w−i (hT (I−i ) 6= −1). Finally, the overall error of hT(I)
on the entire training dataset is defined as: εT = εT++ εT−. It will be useful in the later
sections to note that the errors: εT,εT+,εT− are associated with the pattern T.
2.2 Efficient Tree-Based Search for Optimal Sequential Pattern
We are now faced with the task of selecting the best sequential pattern weak classifier, an
extremely challenging task due the vast amount of possible sequential pattern configurations.
With D features, sequential patterns up to length N and maximum of K items, the number of
weak classifiers is the binomial coefficient polynomial:
(D
K
)N
. In the experiments performed
here (D = 900,K = 3,N = 7), the total number of weak classifiers is 5x1058, making pre-
generating the entire set of weak classifiers and evaluating each individually not feasible. We
approach the task of selecting the optimal SP weak classifier in terms of a tree-based search.
Here, sequential patterns are arranged into a tree-based structure[2].Each tree node corre-
sponds to a particular sequential pattern that increase in complexity as we traverse deeper
into the tree. To traverse different nodes on the tree, we introduce two operators for extend-
ing a sequential pattern: the first adds a new element to its last set and the second appends
another sequential pattern to its end. These correspond to a breadth and depth traversal in
the tree structure.
Definition 2.3 Let P be an itemset and T = (Ti)|T|i=1 a sequential pattern. We can perform an
itemset extension to T using P with the itemset extension operator ∪s: T∪s P = (T1, ...,T|T|∪
P). Let P = {Pi}
|P|
i=1 be a sequential pattern. We can then sequence extend T with P using
the sequence extension operator +s: T+s P = (T1, ...,T|T|,P1, ...,P|P|).
We find that both operators ∪s and +s have important properties in relation to ⊂s that will
be crucial to developing suitable tree-pruning criteria later.
Lemma 2.1 Let P,T and R be sequential patterns. If P+s T ⊂s R, then P ⊂s R, T ⊂s R.
Proof Since P +s T ⊂s R, then ∃(β1, ...,β|P|,γ1, ...,γ|T|) where Pi ⊂ Rβi ,∀i = [1, |P|] and
Ti ⊂ Rγi ,∀i = [1, |T|]. Thus, by definition of ⊂s, P ⊂s R and ⊂s, P ⊂s R.
Lemma 2.2 Let P and R be seq. pats. and T an itemset. If P∪s T ⊂s R, then P ⊂s R.
Proof Since P∪s T ⊂s R, then ∃(β1, ...,β|P|) where Pi ⊂ Rβi ,∀i = [1, |P|−1] and P|P|∪T ⊂
Rβ|P| . This means that P|P| ⊂ Rβ|P| , thus P ⊂s R.
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2.3 Tree Pruning Methods
In order to avoid having to search the entire sequential pattern tree, which is equivalent to
performing an exhaustive search, a number of tree-pruning strategies are introduced. Im-
portantly, these tree-pruning strategies should not stop us from selecting the optimal weak
classifier. This can be achieved by identifying and pruning at sequential patterns that when
extended, will never result in weak classifier errors below the current best error. We will de-
note these sequential patterns as prune points. We start by observing that the more complex
a sequential pattern becomes (e.g. by itemset or sequence extension), the number of training
examples containing it reduces. Specifically:
Lemma 2.3 Let P,T be sequential patterns, R be an itemset and I = {(Ii,wi)}Ni=1 be a set
of N training examples in the form of sequential patterns and its associated weights. Let
I P = {(I,w) ∈I : P ⊂s I}, the set of training examples with sequential pattern P in them.
Firstly, I P+sT ⊂I P. Secondly, I P∪sR ⊂I P. (Proof in Appendix A).
This has important implications on how errors in the positive dataset (I +)and negative
dataset (I −) evolve as a weak classifier’s associated sequential pattern becomes more com-
plex. In particular, an increase in complexity of a sequential pattern results in monotonically
increasing positive errors and monotonically decreasing negative dataset errors:
Lemma 2.4 Let hT(X) be associated with sequential pattern T with positive and negative
training errors of εT+ and εT− respectively. Let P be a sequential pattern and R an itemset,
then: εT+ ≤ ε(T+sP)+ and εT+ ≤ ε(T∪sR)+. Additionally, we have εT− ≥ ε(T+sP)− and
εT− ≥ ε(T∪sR)−. (Proof in Appendix B)
2.3.1 Prune Criteria 1: Error Lower Bound
The first criteria for stopping any further sequence extensions is achieved by considering the
lower-bound for the sequential pattern weak classifiers error. Firstly, the error of the weak
classifier hT(X) is εT = εT++ εT−. However, Lemma 2.4 shows us that any pattern exten-
sions of T will lead to monotonically increasing errors of εT+, whilst εT− monotonically
decreases. From this, it is clear that the error on the positive dataset is the lower bound for
the error of future classifiers based on T. Thus, suppose the minimum weak classifier error
found thus far is εmin, and we are given a new itemset R or new sequential pattern P to extend
T by, the error lower bound pruning criteria is introduced:
a) If ε(T+sP)+ ≥ εmin, then the pattern T +s P is a prune point and all its superset patterns
need not be given further consideration.
b) Similarly, if ε(T∪sR)+≥ εmin, then the pattern T ∪s R is a prune point and all its superset
patterns need not be given further consideration.
c) If εT− ≤ εT+, then T is also a prune point.
2.3.2 Prune Criteria 2: Datamining A-priori Principles
It is also possible to exploit various pruning steps introduced by research in data-mining
[1, 2]. These take the form of the following two pruning criteria:
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a) We can remove items for consideration during itemset extensions if they were also
rejected when considered for sequence extensions. Suppose pattern T is a sequence
extended by (p) where p is an itemset index. It was then found that T+s (p) is a prune
point (i.e. εT+s(p)+ ≥ εmin), then for all possible itemsets R, we have εT∪s{R∪s(p)}+ ≥
εmin. Consequently, it is no longer necessary to consider p in the itemset extensions of
patterns based on T .
b) We can also remove patterns for consideration during sequence extensions if they were
also rejected when considered for itemset extensions. Given a pattern T, and an item-
set {p} for itemset extension. Suppose it was found that T∪s {p}, is a prune point (i.e.
εT∪s{p}+ ≥ εmin), then for all possible patterns R, we have εT+sR∪s{p}+ ≥ εmin. Con-
sequently, it is no longer necessary to consider (p) in the future sequence extensions
of patterns based on T .
2.4 Optimal SP Weakclassifier Selection
Using the pruning criteria introduced above, the algorithm for selecting the best sequential
pattern weak classifier is given in Algorithm 1. This algorithm works on a depth-first search
basis. Additionally, a queue-based algorithm is proposed, thus avoiding the need for recur-
sion. The proposed algorithm works on creating patterns and appending them onto a queue
Q = qi|Q|i=1, where each element is a tuple with the following form: qi = (Ti,Ki,Si), where
Ti = (Ti, j)
|Ti|
j=1) is a sequential pattern, Ki = {ki, j)
|Ti|
j=1} is the set of items to itemset-extend Ti
with, and Si = (si, j)|Ti|j=1 is the set of items to sequence extend Ti with.
2.4.1 Weak Classifier Selection Initialisation
Prior to running the algorithm, an initial queue needs to be created. To this end, we initially
create the following set of patterns Tinit = {(1), ...,(D)}. The errors for all the classifiers
associated with these patterns are given in the set ϒinit = {εT
init
1 , ...,εT
init
D }. We also define
the initial set of elements for itemset expansions as: {Kiniti }Di=1 where Kiniti = {i+ 1, ...,D}.
Finally, we define the initial set for sequence extension as Sinit = {1, ...,D}. Using the above,
the initial set queue for selecting the best sequential pattern weak classifier is given as: Q =
{(Tiniti ,Kiniti ,Sinit)}Di=1. Additionally, we set the initial best pattern and error as: Tbest = Tk,
where k = argmink ϒ and εbest = min(ϒinit).
2.5 Sequential Pattern Boosted Classifier
Using the selection step above, the SP-Boost Algorithm is then given in Algorithm 2. The
algorithm is similar to the AdaBoost algorithm, but with one crucial difference. The selection
of the weak classifier is performed using Algorithm 1. This is equivalent to an exhaustive
search of possible sequential pattern weak classifiers for the optimal one. The result is a set
of sequential pattern weak classifiers that are extracted based on the boosted weights that
will be linearly combined to form a strong classifier for a target class.
2.6 Constrained Sequential Pattern Classifiers
In order to improve the performance of trained sequential pattern classifiers, we divide an
input sequential pattern into a number (G) of equal sized segments. Following this, G strong
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Algorithm 1 SP Weak Classifier Selection Algorithm
Perform queue initialisation (Section 2.4.1)
while Q 6= /0 do
Remove the last item of Q and denote it as the tuple (TL,KL,SL)
if εT+ ≥ εT−{Prune Criteria 1c} then
continue;
end if
{Perform sequence extensions first}
if |TL|< Smax then
B = {}
for i = {1...|TL|} do
Make the extended sequence, T′ = T+s (sL,i) {Prune Criteria 2a}
if ε(T+s(sL,i))+ ≥ εbest {Prune Criteria 1a} then
B = B∪{sLi}
end if
end for
Make the set of items to sequence extend T with: C = SL−B
for i = {1, ..., |C|} do
T′ = T+s (sL,i) and C′ = {c ∈C : c > sL,i}
Append T′ into Q: Q = Q∪ (T′,C′,C)
if εT′ < εbest then
Tbest = T′,εbest = εT
′
end if
end for
end if
{ Now, perform itemset extensions }
Make the set of items to itemset extend T with: D = KL−B {Prune Criteria 2b}
B = {}
for i = {1, ..., |D|} do
Do itemset extension, T′ = T∪s (kL,i)
if εT∪s(kL,i)+ ≥ εbest{Prune Criteria 1b} then
B = B∪{sLi}
end if
end for
D′ = D−B
for i = {1, ..., |D′|} do
T′ = T∪s (kL,i),E = {d ∈ D′ : d > kL,i}
Append T′ into Q: Q = Q∪ (T ′,C,E)
if εT′+ < εbest then
Tbest = T′,εbest = εT
′
end if
end for
end while
Return hTbest ,εbest
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Algorithm 2 SP-Boost Algorithm
Initialise positive example weights: ∀w+i ∈W+,w
+
i = 1/(N++N−)
Initialise negative example weights: ∀w−i ∈W−,w
−
i = 1/(N++N−)
for t = 1, ...,M do
Select (ht = hTbest ) using Algorithm 1
Obtain the weight αt = 12 ln
1−εbest
εbest
for ht
Update positive weights: w+i = w
+
i exp(−αiht(I
+
i ))
Update negative weights: w−i = w
−
i exp(αiht(I
−
i ))
Normalise weights: ∑N+i=1 w+i +∑N
−
i=1 w
−
i = 1
end for
Return the strong classifier H(I) = ∑Mi=1 αihi(I).
classifiers {Hg}Gg=1 are trained using Algorithm 2, each using a particular segment of the
training sequences. Given a new input sequence I, it is first divided into G equal segments
I′g
G
g=1. The output of the constrained classifiers is: ∑Gg=1 Hg(I′g). We demonstrate in Section
3 that we obtain better results when the number of segments are increased.
3 Experiments
This section describes the experiments for evaluating the performance of the proposed SP-
Boosting algorithm in lip reading. We chose the OuluVS database [8] to allow for com-
parison against existing state-of-the-art lip reading work [8]. The database contains video
sequences of 20 subjects in total (see Figure 1). Each subject read 5 repetitions of 10 differ-
ent phrases: ‘excuse me’(ExM), ‘goodbye’(Gb), ‘hello’(Hlo), ‘nice to see you’(Syu), ‘have
a nice day’(Nc), ‘I’m sorry’(Sry), ‘thank you’(Tk), ‘have a good time’(Tm) and ‘your wel-
come’(Wl), resulting in 1000 example sequences. The resolution of the images in all se-
quences is 720x576 captured at 25fps. The aim of the experiments described in this section
is to recognise which of the 10 phrases was spoken.
The visual features selected for the experiments take the form of simple comparative
binary features. These features are similar to LBPs in that binary descisions based on rel-
ative intensity differences are used. However, our visual features also allow us to capture
non-local intensity relations. In order to extract suitable visual features (see Fig. 1b), four
points on the mouth of the subjects were first automatically tracked using the linear predic-
tor tracking method [6]. Following this, a bounding box aligned with the orientation of the
mouth is extracted. The mean width and height of the mouth bounding box of a subject is
then obtained and this determines the size of the final bounding box used throughout all the
sequences for a particular subject. A grid of 20x20 points is formed in the bounding box.
Next, two random sets of 450 grid point indices are obtained and fixed for all subjects and
experiments. A binary feature vector is then formed by performing 450 binary comparisons
of the underlying intensities for the two grid point index sets (see Figure 1c). The final fea-
ture vector is obtained by concatenating the original binary feature vector with its inverse
feature vector, yielding a 900-dimensional binary feature vector for each frame. All the ex-
ample video sequences were then converted into sequential patterns of length 21, with the
middle of the example sequence being the middle of the associated sequential pattern.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: (a) Examples of the mouths for various subjects in the OuluVS database.(b) Vi-
sualisation of the grid of points in the mouth bounding box based on four tracked points on
the mouth (large black points). (c) Visualisation of the 10 binary comparison features used
described in Section 3.
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Figure 2: (a)Average of training error curves of different pattern lengths (1,3,5,7). (b)Test
data recognition accuracy for classifiers trained with different maximum pattern lengths (PL:
1,2,3,5,7) and segment numbers( 1,2,3,5).
3.1 Experimental Setup
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated in a subject-dependent setting using
leave-one-out video cross-validation. For each subject, a single video was used as a test
sequence. The remaining video sequences for this subject was used as training examples.
For each cross validation fold, a set of one-vs-one classifiers (90 in total) using the proposed
method described in Section 2 was trained. A voting scheme was then used to obtain a
class label for each test sequence. All the classifiers were boosted with a maximum of 50
iterations. In order to analyse the roles of different sequential pattern lengths and constraint
segment numbers, we repeated the cross validation experiments with all combinations of
classifiers trained with maximum sequential pattern lengths of 1,2,3,5 and 7 and segment
numbers of 1,2,3 and 5.
3.2 Experimental Results
It was found that for all one-vs-one classifiers trained, the training errors decreased faster
as the maximum length for the sequential patterns was increased. Examples of the error
curves for various classifiers trained can be seen in Figure 2a. The recognition accuracy of
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ExM Gb Hlo Hw Nc Syu Sry Tk Tm Wl
ExM 85.3 3.2 3.2 1.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 0.0
Gb 0.0 87.4 0.0 1.1 2.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.1 7.4
Hlo 0.0 0.0 83.2 0.0 2.1 4.2 2.1 6.3 0.0 2.1
Hw 0.0 0.0 1.1 92.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 2.1
Nc 5.3 2.1 0.0 1.1 83.2 3.2 1.1 3.2 0.0 1.1
Syu 1.1 1.1 0.0 1.1 1.1 71.6 1.1 21.1 0.0 2.1
Sry 1.1 1.1 0.0 2.1 1.1 0.0 94.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Tk 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 3.2 7.4 0.0 81.1 0.0 2.1
Tm 1.1 3.2 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 90.5 3.2
Wl 0.0 3.2 0.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.7
Figure 3: Test data confusion matrix.
the proposed method for different parameter configurations can be seen in Figure 2b. Firstly,
we note that as the pattern length increased, the recognition accuracy significantly increased
as well. An example would be the recognition rate of 64.3% with pattern length 1 increasing
to a rate of 86.2% when the maximum pattern length was 7. Additionally, we get another
significant increase in performance when the constrained classifier segment number was
increased to 5 (i.e. input sequence divided into 5 equal segments). For example, when the
maximum pattern length was 5, increasing the segments from 1 to 3 resulted in the accuracy
increasing from 79% to 86%. However, we also find that after 3 segments, the accuracy rate
converged to 86.2%. The highest average test recognition rate was 86.2%. In comparison,
the recognition rate obtained in [8] was 70.2%. The confusion matrix for the best performing
classifiers is shown in Figure 3.
4 Conclusions
This paper proposed a novel machine learning algorithm (SP-Boosting) to tackle the prob-
lem of lipreading by building visual sequence classifiers that are based on salient sequential
patterns. Since an exhaustive search of optimal sequential patterns is not possible due to
the immense search space, a novel efficient tree-based search strategy with pruning condi-
tions for reducing the required search space was proposed. Crucially, the pruning strategies
preserves our ability to locate the optimal sequential pattern. The search method is then
integrated into the boosting framework resulting in the SP-Boosting algorithm. The learnt
sequential-pattern strong classifiers were applied to lipreading by performing multi-class
recognition on the OuluVS database. Experimental results show that our method achieves
state of the art recognition performance, using only a small set of sequential patterns.
A Proof of Lemma 2.3
For the first case, let (I,w) ∈I P+sT and thus P+s T⊂s I. From Lemma 2.1, this means that
P ⊂s I and thus (I,w) ∈I P. Thus, I P+sT ⊂I P. For the second case, let (I,w) ∈I P∪sR.
From Lemma 2.2, this means that P ⊂s I and thus (I,w) ∈I P. Thus, I P∪sR ⊂I P.
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B Proof of Lemma 2.4
Let W+ = ∑(I+,w+)∈I + w+. It can be seen that εT+ = W+−∑w+,∀(I,w) ∈ I T+. Thus,
from Lemma 2.3, since I T+sP+ ⊂ I T+ and I T∪sR+ ⊂ I T+, then εT+ ≤ ε(T+sP)+ and
εT+ ≤ ε(T∪sR)+. Next, it can be seen that εT− = ∑w−,∀(I,w−) ∈I T−. From Lemma 2.3,
we have I T+sP− ⊂I T− and I T∪sR− ⊂I T−, thus εT− ≥ ε(T+sP)− and εT− ≥ ε(T∪sR)−.
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